Starting Early Learners
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The DLM Early Childhood Express™ offers a comprehensive childcentered curriculum with strong teacher support and 21st century
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The

Proven Track for Success

Welcome to the DLM Childhood Express
The DLM Early Childhood Express™ offers a comprehensive Pre-K child-centered
curriculum with strong teacher support and 21st century technology. The
curriculum links connections in literacy, math, science, social studies, fine arts,
health and safety, personal development, physical development, and technology

Comprehensive Curriculum
l Integrated instruction that links essential disciplines to make instruction
more relevant and help children recognize patterns in learning
l Focuses on nonfiction to build background, vocabulary, and oral language
l Features rhymes, songs, and dances that develop phonological awareness
l Provides daily Read Alouds to enrich students’ imagination
l Essential questions in each unit theme helps children connect what they
know with what they learn

l Develops interpersonal skills through daily social emotional instruction
l Offers “How-to-science,” which teaches observing and investigating
l Includes manipulatives and games that convey math and science concepts
l Reinforce concepts for students using hands-on technology
l Simplify planning and tracking student progress and growth with online
resources
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Comprehensive Program
The DLM Early Childhood Express™ nurtures each child by offering carefully
selected and sequenced learning experiences. It provides a wealth of materials
and ideas to foster the social-emotional, intellectual, and physical development of
children.

Social and Emotional Development

Emergent Literacy: Writing

Social-emotional development is addressed everyday through
positive reinforcement, interactive activities, and engaging songs.

Children develop writing skills through daily writing activities and
during Center Time.

Language and Communication

Mathematics

All lessons are focused on language acquisition which include oral
language development and vocabulary activities.

The math strand is based on Building Blocks™, the result of
NSF-funded research, and is designed to develop children’s early
mathematical knowledge through various individual and
group activities.

Emergent Literacy: Reading
Children develop literacy skills for reading through exposure to
multiple read-aloud selections each day and through daily
phonological awareness and letter recognition activities.
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Science
Children explore scientific concepts and methods during weekly,
hands-on, science-focused, and center time activities.

Social Studies

Technology

Children explore Social Studies concepts during weekly social
studies-focused, large-group activities, and Center Time activities.

Technology is integrated throughout each week with the use of
online math activities, computer time, and other digital resources.

Fine Arts

English Language Learners

Children are exposed to art, dance, and music through a variety of
weekly activities and the Creativity Center.

Today’s classrooms are very diverse. The DLM Early Childhood
Express™ addresses this diversity by providing lessons in both
English and Spanish. The program also offers strategies to assist
English Language Learners at multiple levels of proficiency.

Physical Development
The DLM Early Childhood Express™ is designed to allow children
active time for outdoor play during the day, in addition to daily and
weekly movement activities.
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Themes and Literature
With The DLM Early Childhood Express™, children develop concrete skills
through experiences with music, art, storytelling, hands-on activities and
teacher-directed lessons that, in addition to skills development, emphasize
practice and reflection.

Unit 1: All About Pre-K
Why is school important?

Week 1
Every four weeks, children
are introduced to a new
theme organized around
an essential
question.

Focus Question

Literature

What happens at school?

Welcome to School
Bienvenidos a la escuela

are nonfiction
selections that
introduce the
essential
questions for
each unit.

Week 2

What happens in our classroom?

Yellowbelly and Plum Go to School
Barrigota y Pipón van a la escuela

Week 3

What makes a good friend?

Max and Mo’s First Day at School
Max y Mo van a la escuela

Week 4

How can we play and learn together?

Amelia’s Show and Tell Fiesta/Amelia y la
fiesta de “muestra y cuenta”

Unit
Wrap-Up

My Library Book
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How Can I Learn at School?
¿Cómo puedo aprender en la escuela?

Unit 2: All About Me
What makes me special?
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Concept
Big Books

Focus Question

Literature

Week 1

Who am I?

All About Me
Todo sobre mí

Week 2

What are my feelings?

Lots of Feelings
Montones de sentimientos

Week 3

What do the parts of my body do?

Eyes, Nose, Fingers, and Toes
Ojos, nariz, dedos y pies

Week 4

What is a family?

Jonathan and His Mommy
Juan y su mamá

Unit
Wrap-Up

My Library Book

What Makes Us Special?
¿Qué nos hace especiales?
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Unit 3: My Community
What is a community?

Focus Question

Literature

Week 1

What are the parts of a community?

In the Community
En la comunidad

Week 2

How does a community help me?

Rush Hour,
Hora pico

Week 3

Who helps the community?

Quinito’s Neighborhood
El vecindario de Quinito

Week 4

How can I help my community?

Flower Garden
Un jardín de flores

Unit
Wrap-Up

My Library Book

In My Community
Mi comunidad

Literature selections

and cross-curricular content
are linked to the theme to
help children reinforce lesson
concepts.

Unit 4: Let’s Investigate
How can I learn more about things?

Focus Question

Literature

Week 1

How can I learn by observing?

Let’s Investigate
Soy detective

Week 2

How can I use tools to investiagte?

I Like Making Tamales
Me gusta hacer tamales

Week 3

How can I compare things?

Nature Spy
Espía de la naturaleza

Week 4

How do objects move?

What Do Wheels Do All Day?
¿Qué hacen las ruedas todo el día?

Unit
Wrap-Up

My Library Book

How Can We Investigate?
¿Cómo podemos investigar?
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Themes and Literature

Unit 5: Amazing Animals
What is amazing about animals?

Focus Question

Literature

Week 1

What are animals like?

Amazing Animals
Animales asombrosos

Week 2

Where do animals live and what do they
eat?

Castles, Caves, and Honeycombs
Castillos, cuevas y panales

Week 3

How are animals the same and
different?

Who Is the Beast?
Quien es la bestia?

Week 4

How do animals move?

Move!
¡A moverse!

Unit
Wrap-Up

My Library Book

Hello, Animals!
¡Hola, animales!

Unit 6: Growing and Changing
How do living things grow and change?
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Focus Question

Literature

Week 1

How do animals grow and change?

Growing and Changing
Creciendo y cambiando

Week 2

How do plants grow and change?

I Am a Peach
Yo soy el durazno

Week 3

How do people grow and change?

I’m Growing!
Estoy creciendo!

Week 4

How do living things grow and change?

My Garden
Mi jardin

Unit
Wrap-Up

My Library Book

Growing Up
Creciendo

At the end of each unit,
children take home a

My Library Book

to explore on their own.

Unit 7: The Earth and Sky

What can I learn about the earth and the sky?
Focus Question

Literature

Week 1

What can I learn about the earth and
the sky?

The Earth and Sky
La Tierra y el cielo

Week 2

What weather can I observe each day?

Who Likes Rain?
¿A quién le gusta la lluvia?

Week 3

What can I learn about day and night?

Matthew and the Color of the Sky
Matias y el color del cielo

Week 4

Why is caring for the earth and sky
important?

Ada, Once Again!
¡Otra vez Ada!

Unit
Wrap-Up

My Library Book

Good Morning, Earth!
¡Buenos días, Tierra!

Unit 8: Healthy Food/Healthy Body
Why is healthy food and exercise good for me?

Focus Question

Literature

Week 1

What are good healthy habits?

Staying Healthy
Mantente sano

Week 2

What kinds of foods are healthy?

Growing Vegetable Soup
A sembrar sopa de verduras

Week 3

Why is exercise important?

Rise and Exercise!
A ejercitarse, ¡uno, dos, tres!

Week 4

How can I stay healthy?

Jamal’s Busy Day
El intenso día de Jamal

Unit
Wrap-Up

My Library Book

Healthy Kids
Niños sanos

Children hear and discuss an additional
read-aloud selection from the Teacher’s
Treasure Book twice a day.
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Scope and Sequence
Emergent Literacy
READING

WRITING

Motivation to Read

Motivation to Write

• Child enjoys and chooses reading-related
activities.
• Child independently engages in pre-reading
behaviors and activities (such as, pretending to
read, turning one page at a time).
• Child explores books and other texts to answer
questions.

Phonological Awareness

• Child listens for words (for example, hears and
separates individual words within a four-word
sentence).
• Child combines two words to form a compound
word.
• Child removes one word from a compound word.
• Child blends syllables to form a word.
• Child deletes syllables from a word.
• Child generates words that rhyme.
• Child produces words with the same beginning
sound.
• Child blends onset and rime to form a word with
pictorial support.
• Child blends onset and rime to form a word
without pictorial support.
• Child blends two phonemes to form a word.

Alphabet Knowledge

• Child names most upper- and lowercase letters of
the alphabet.
• Child identifies the letter that stands for a given
sound.
• Child produces the most common sound for a
given letter.

Comprehension of Text Read Aloud
• Child retells or reenacts poems and stories in
sequence.
• Child describes, relates to, and uses details and
information from books read aloud.
• Child asks and answers questions about books
read aloud (such as, “Who?”“What?”“Where?”).
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• Child participates in free drawing and writing
activities to deliver information.

Independently Conveys Meaning

• Child uses scribbles, shapes, pictures, symbols,
and letters to represent language.
• Child writes own name or a reasonable
approximation of it.

Forms Letters

• Child writes some letters or reasonable
approximations of letters upon request.

Concepts about Print

• Child experiments with and uses some writing
conventions when writing or dictating.

Language &
Communication
Listening Comprehension

• Child demonstrates an understanding of oral
language by responding appropriately.
• Child follows two- and three-step oral directions.
• Child demonstrates some understanding of
English spoken by teachers and peers. (ELL)

Speaking (Conversation)

• Child uses oral language for a variety of purposes.
• Child begins and ends conversations appropriately.
• Child communicates relevant information for the
situation (for example, introduces herself; requests
assistance).
• Child follows basic rules for conversations (taking
turns, staying on topic, listening actively).
• Child uses appropriate nonverbal skills during
conversations (making eye contact; using facial
expressions).
• Child matches language to social setting.

Speech Production

• Child speaks in a way that is understood by
children, teachers, or other adults.
• Child recognizes the difference between similar
sounding words (for example, child follows
directions without confusion over the words heard;
points to the appropriate picture when prompted).
• Child experiments with and produces a growing
number of sounds in English words. (ELL)

Vocabulary

• Child names and describes actual or pictured people,
places, things, actions, attributes, and events.
• Child exhibits an understanding of instructional
terms used in the classroom.
• Child understands or knows the meaning of many
thousands of words, many more than he
or she uses.
• Child uses newly learned vocabulary daily in
multiple contexts.
• Child uses words to identify and understand
categories.
• Child builds English listening and speaking
vocabulary for common objects and phrases. (ELL)

Sentences and Structure

• Child speaks in complete sentences of four or more
words including a subject, verb, and object.
• Child understands and uses regular and irregular
plural nouns, regular past tense verbs, personal and
possessive pronouns, and subject-verb agreement.
• Child understands and uses sentences having two
or more phrases or concepts.
• Child understands and uses sentences of
increasing length and complexity.
• Child uses complex sentences that include many
details, tell about one topic, and communicate
meaning clearly.
• Child uses nonverbal cues to communicate
with others who do not speak his or her home
language. (ELL)
• Child uses individual words and short phrases to
communicate. (ELL)
• Child tries to use newly learned vocabulary and
grammar. (ELL

Mathematics
Counting

• Child understands that objects, or parts thereof,
can be counted.
• Child recites number words in sequence from one
to thirty.
• Child counts 1–10 concrete objects correctly.
• Child demonstrates that the numerical counting
sequence is always the same.
• Child demonstrates that, when counting, the
last number indicates how many objects were
counted.
• Child understands that objects can be counted in
any order.
• Child understands and uses ordinal numbers
(such as first, second, third) to identify position in
a series.
• Child tells how many are in a group of up to 5
objects without counting.
• Child recognizes and names numerals 0
through 9.

Addition and Subtraction

• Child uses concrete objects or makes a verbal
word problem to add up to 5 objects.
• Child uses concrete objects or makes a verbal
word problem to subtract up to 5 objects from
a set.
• Child divides sets from 2 to 10 objects into equal
sets, using informal techniques.

Geometry and Spatial Sense

• Child recognizes, names, describes, matches,
compares, sorts common two-dimensional
shapes (such as circle, square, rectangle, triangle,
rhombus).
• Child creates two-dimensional shapes; re-creates
two-dimensional shapes from memory.
• Child understands and uses words that describe
position/location in space (such as under, over,
beside, between, on, in, near, far away).
• Child manipulates (flips, rotates) and combines
shapes.

Measurement

• Child measures the length and height of people or
objects using standard or non-standard tools.
• Child explores capacity; recognizes how much can
be placed in a container.
• Child compares the length, height, weight,
volume (capacity), area of people or objects.
• Child measures passage of time using standard or
non-standard tools.

Classification and Patterns

• Child sorts objects and explains how the sorting
was done.
• Child collects, organizes, and records data using a
graphic representation.
• Child identifies, duplicates, and creates simple
patterns.

Science
Physical Science

• Child uses senses to observe, classify,
investigate, and collect data.
• Child explores and describes different ways
objects move.
• Child uses basic measuring tools to learn
about objects.
• Child investigates and describes energy sources
(light, heat, electricity).

Life Sciences

• Child identifies organisms and describes their
characteristics.
• Child understands and describes life cycles of
plants and animals.
• Child observes, understands, and discusses
the relationship of plants and animals to their
environments.

Earth and Space Science

• Child observes, identifies, explores, describes,
and compares earth materials (such as rocks,
soil, sand, water) and their uses.
• Child observes, identifies, compares, and
discusses objects in the sky (such as clouds,
sun, moon, stars).
• Child describes the effects of natural forces
(such as wind, gravity).
• Child knows the importance of and demonstrates ways of caring for the environment/
planet.

Personal Safety and Health

• Child follows basic health and safety rules.
• Child practices personal hygiene skills
independently (for example, washes hands,
blows nose, covers mouth, brushes teeth).
• Child recognizes and selects healthy foods.

Social Studies

Fine Arts

People, Past and Present

Art

Economics

Music

• Child identifies similarities and differences
among people.
• Child identifies similarities and differences
in families.
• Child identifies common events and routines.
• Child understands basic human needs for food,
clothing, shelter.
• Child understands basic concepts of buying,
selling, and trading.
• Child understands and discusses roles,
responsibilities, and services provided by
community workers.

Geography

• Child identifies common areas and features of
home, school, and community.

Citizenship

• Child identifies the U.S. flag and state flag.
• Child recites the Pledge of Allegiance.
• Child participates in voting for group
decision-making.
• Child respects/appreciates the differing
interests, skills, abilities, cultures, languages,
and family structures of people.

• Child uses and experiments with a variety of art
materials and tools in various art activities.
• Child expresses emotions or ideas through art.
• Child shares opinions about artwork and artistic
experiences.
• Child participates in a variety of music activities
(such as listening, singing, finger plays, musical
games, performances).
• Child expresses thoughts, feelings, and energy
through music and creative movement.

Dramatic Expression

• Child expresses ideas, emotions, and moods
through individual and collaborative dramatic
play.

Social & Emotional
Development
Self Concept

• Child is aware of self in terms of abilities,
characteristics and preferences, and respects
personal boundaries.
• Child identifies self by categories (such as gender,
age, family member, cultural group).
• Child describes personal interests and competencies
positively (such as, “I can hop.”).
• Child demonstrates initiative in independent
activities; makes independent choices.

Self Control

Physical Development
Gross Motor Development

• Child coordinates body movements in a variety of
locomotive activities (such as walking, jumping,
running, hopping, skipping, climbing).
• Child engages in a sequence of movements to
perform a task.

Fine Motor Development

• Child develops small-muscle strength and control.
• Child completes tasks that require eye-hand
coordination and control.

Technology
Technology and Devices

• Child opens and correctly uses age-appropriate
software programs.
• Child names and uses various computer parts
(such as mouse, keyboard, CD-ROM, microphone, touch screen).
• Child uses voice/sound players and recorders,
and touch screens correctly.
• Child uses computer software or technology to
express original ideas.
• Child knows some ways that technology affects
people’s lives.

• Child follows simple classroom rules and routines.
• Child uses classroom materials carefully.
• Child accepts responsibility for and regulates
own behavior.
• Child begins to show a greater ability to control
intense feelings.
• Child begins to be responsible for individual
behavior and actions.
• Child recognizes and manages feelings and
impulses; increasingly maintains self-control in
difficult situations (can increase or decrease
intensity of emotions with guidance).
• Child maintains concentration/attention skills until
a task is complete.
• Child shows eagerness, curiosity, and confidence
while learning new concepts and trying new
things.

Social Competence

• Child demonstrates positive social behaviors, as
modeled by the teacher.
• Child participates in a variety of individual, smalland large-group activities.
• Child initiates interactions with others in work and
play situations.
• Child initiates play scenarios with peers that share a
common plan and goal.
• Child demonstrates appropriate conflict-resolution
strategies, requesting help when needed.
• Child shows empathy and care for others.
• Child learns how to make and keep friends.

Social Awareness

• Child understands that others have specific
attributes and characteristics.
• Child understands and respects the different ideas,
feelings, perspectives, and behaviors of others.
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Lesson Planner
Each week of The DLM Early Childhood Express™ is organized the same way
to provide children with the structure and routines they crave.

Each week begins with a weekly
opener that introduces the focus
question
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Each week Learning Goals
are provided for each of the
essential disciplines

You will find the Materials
needed for each day on the
Materials and Resources page.

At the start of each week,
a Home Connection
letter is provided to inform
families of the weekly focus
and offer additional
literature suggestions to
extend the weekly theme
focus.

Assessment reminders and
More Literature Selections are
provided for the week.
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Daily Planner
The Daily Planner provides a Week-at-a-Glance view of the daily
structure and lesson topics for each week.

Each day includes Literacy,
Math, and Social and
Emotional Development
activities during Circle
Time.

Center Time is for

small group and independent
activities
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Learning Centers

Learning Centers are used
throughout the week during Center Time.
• For each weekly lesson an overview of
center activities is provided.
• The Learning Centers are intended to
remain open for the entire week.
• These centers provide the opportunity
for children to explore a wide range of
curricular areas.
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Lesson Overview
Teacher’s Editions are organized by theme, week, and day. The lessons
integrate learning from the nine skill domain areas: Social Emotional
Development, Language and Communication, Emergent Literacy Reading
and Writing, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, Fine Arts, Physical
Development, and Technology.

Each day begins with

Opening Routines
and a Read Aloud

selection. This structured
time helps children settle
into the day.

Language Time is the first
large-group activity of the day.
It includes Oral Language

and Vocabulary
Development as well as

Phonological Awareness
activities.

The Learning Goals
met by the lesson are
listed on each page.

Observational
Checks at point of use

help to focus learning.
These informal
assessment questions
help to ensure children
are meeting lesson
objectives.

Tips for working with English Language Learners
are shown at point of use throughout the lessons. Teaching
strategies are provided to help children of all language
backgrounds and abilities meet the lesson objectives.
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Center Time
Center Time provides additional information for teacher-guided
small-group activities and suggestions for independent activities children
will complete during weekly Center Rotation.

Differentiated
Instruction offers

suggestions for modifications
to activities for children at four
different levels
• Extra Support
• Enrichment
• Accommodations for 3’s
• Special Needs.

Informal Assessment reminders are
provided for each Center activity.
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Circle Time
During Literacy Time, children listen
to and discuss a second Read Aloud from a
nonfiction Concept Big Book or a Big Book/Little
Book literature selection.

Vocabulary is provided
in English and Spanish to
help expand children’s ability
to use both languages.

Children learn about Letters
and Sounds every day. The
sound is introduced with the
letter. Children also practice letter
formation.
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Instructional questions are
provided in both English

and Spanish.

Building Blocks online activities
are provided each week during
Math Time.

Children work in groups on
15-minute math activities
during daily Math Time.

Social and Emotional Development

concepts are addressed every day to help children better
express their emotions and needs, and establish positive
relationships.
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Circle Time
Circle Time is devoted to longer activities focusing
on different cross-curricular concepts each day.
• Day 1 -Science Time
• Day 2 and 4 - Math Time
• Day 3- Social Time
• Day 5-Art, Music, and Movement Time
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Center Time

Writing

activities are
provided at
the end of
each day.

Let’s Say Good-Bye includes the closing
routines for each day. The Read Aloud from
the beginning of the day is revisited with a
focus on skills practiced during the day.

Home Connection highlights activities that
children can do at home with family members
to extend their learning.
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Understanding Student Performance
The DLM Early Childhood Express™ curriculum provides multiple assessments for every
learning domain. Easy-to-use printable and exportable reports are available by domain and
learning objective. Weekly checklists are arranged by developmental domain so teachers
can quickly check behaviors and skills. Performance Assessments provide information on
all program learning objectives for the year.

Reports provide the scoring results and
recorded comments for an individual
student for the selected unit and week

Weekly Checklist Report

Review the scoring results by
class for the selected unit
and week

Weekly Checklist Report
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Easy-to-Use Reports
l Student Observational Records: Track incidents and achievements quickly
l Weekly Reports: Monitor progress weekly by theme
l Performance Reports: Track progress three times per year by developmental
domain and learning objective
l Summarized Performance Reports: Graphically view performance and
progress over time
l Class Growth Report: Analyze class growth by learning objective and domain

Easily enter and view student
understanding by developmental
domain

Performance Assessment Report

Quickly view your class
performance by developmental
domain and learning objective

Performance Assessment Report
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Tools for Teaching
The DLM Early Childhood Express™ components provide everything
you need to teach each theme and enrich your classroom.

Teacher’s Editions
Eight bilingual Teacher’s
Editions focusing on a theme
and containing explicit,
systematic instruction. Each
Teacher’s Edition contains four
weeks of instruction.

Aa

Rhymes and Chants
Flip Chart/Audio
CD (English and
Spanish)

Making Good
Choices Flip Chart/
Audio CD (English
and Spanish)

Math and Science
Flip Chart/Audio
CD (English and
Spanish)

Chart supports oral language
development and phonological
awareness in both English and
Spanish.

Chart provides illustrations to
allow students to explore social
and emotional development
concepts while facilitating
classroom activities and
discussion. Fifteen lively songs
recorded in English and Spanish

This demonstration tool
addresses weekly math and
science concepts through
photos and illustrations.

Brushing
Your Teeth
Lavarse los
dientes

Aa

Brushing Your
Teeth
Lavarse los dientes

Aa
All rights reserved.

Brushing Your Teeth
Lavarse los dientes

Copyright ©
Wright Group/McGraw-Hill.

apple

Copyright ©
Wright Group/McGr

Brushing Your Teeth
Lavarse los dientes

árbol

árbol
© Wright Group/McGraw-Hill.

Aa

Copyright © Wright
Group/McGraw-Hil

aw-Hill. All
rights reserved.
4-4

l. All rights reserved.
3-4

All rights reserved.

acorn

Copyright © Wright Group/McGraw-Hill.
All rights reserved. 2-4

Copyright © Wright Group/McGraw-Hill. All rights reserved.

apple

acorn

Copyright © Wright Group/McGraw-Hill. All rights reserved.

Copyright © Wright Group/McGraw-Hill. All rights reserved. 1-4

Alphabet Wall
Cards (English and
Spanish)

Alphabet Picture
Cards (English and
Spanish)

Sequencing Cards
(English and
Spanish)

Wall Cards help students learn
the names and shapes of letters
and the sounds connected to
the letters.

Picture Cards help students
learn the names and shapes of
letters and the sounds
connected to the letter.

Sequencing Cards help children
learn how to order events and
the vocabulary associated with
time and sequence.
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Oral Language
Development Cards
(English and
Spanish)
Every card teaches new
vocabulary. The cards are
especially helpful when
working with English language
learners.

Research and
Home Connections
Professional
Resource Guide
Development Guide (English and
Spanish)
Provides information on
important research in early
childhood and how The DLM
Early Childhood Express™
incorporates best research
practices. The guide also
includes teacher tips for
children with special needs
and multicultural and English
language learners.

Guide provides weekly letters
and take-home story books.

ABC Take-Home
Book (English and
Spanish)

Teacher’s Treasure
Book (English and
Spanish)

Blackline Masters provide each
letter of the alphabet.

Features songs, traditional read
alouds, folk tales, finger plays,
and flannelboard stories with
patterns.

Photo Library
CD-ROM

Transition to
Manipulatives Kit
Kindergarten Book This kit includes fun tools for

CD-ROM contains vivid pictures
of vocabulary terms in
10 languages with audio
pronunciation, flash cards, and
sorting games.

Help students develop concrete
skills in literacy through
experience with music,
hands-on activities, and
teacher-directed lessons.
Literacy Builders help
transition students from the
DLM program to Kindergarten
in 20 lessons.

Comprehensive
classroom
materials in
English and
Spanish

children to play and learn
within the classroom. Includes:
Two puppets, Alphabet
Letter Tiles (English and
Spanish), Transportation and
Farm Animal Counters, TwoColor Counters, Step-by-Step
Number Line, Balance Scale,
Pattern Blocks, Shape Sets,
Connecting Cubes, Jumbo
Hand Lenses, and Magnetic
Wands.
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Tools for Teaching
The authentic literature used in The DLM Early Childhood Express™ includes
expository selections, traditional stories, and emergent readers for students.

Big Books
(English and Spanish)

Concept Big Books
(English and Spanish)

ABC Big Books
(English and Spanish)

These books reinforce each week’s theme
and the unit theme.

Concept Big Books are nonfiction
selections that introduce the essential
questions for each unit and help children
make connections between their
background knowledge and unit themes.

ABC Big Books help children develop
phonemic awareness and letter recognition.

Listening Library Audio
CDs (English and Spanish)

Little Books
(English and Spanish)

My Theme Library
(English and Spanish)

The Listening Library CDs are recordings of
the Big Books and Little Books.

Little Books reinforce each week’s theme
and the unit theme. Little books are
available individually or in six packs.

My Theme Library Books are take-home
readers for children to continue their
exploration of unit themes.
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Component Packages
Component packages are available in several variations so you can
choose the package that best meets the needs of your classroom.
The DLM EARLY CHILDHOOD EXPRESS™ COMPONENTS
Complete
Package

English
Package

Spanish
Package

Teacher Treasure
Package

ABC
Package

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

ABC Take-Home Book

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Research and Professional
Development Guide (Bilingual)

3

3

3

3

Home Connections Resource Guide (Bilingual)

3

3

3

3

The DLM Express Online Bilingual (1-year subscription): Building Blocks,
Literacy Games, eBooks, Music, ePlanner, eAssessment, Professional
Development Videos *

3

3

3

3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

Components
Teacher’s Editions (8)
Teacher’s Treasure Book (Bilingual)
Rhymes and Chants Flip Chart/CD-ROM
Making Good Choices Flip Chart/CD-ROM
Math and Science Flip Chart
Photo Library CD-ROM
Oral Language Development Cards (Bilingual)
Sequencing Cards
Alphabet Wall Cards (English)
Alphabet Wall Cards (Spanish)
ABC Picture Cards (English/Spanish)

Big Books (English) (24)
Concept Big Books (English) (4)
ABC Big Book (English)
Little Books Classroom Package (English) (6-packs, 144 total)
My Theme Library Classroom Package (English) (6-packs, 48 total)
Listening Library Audio CDs (Bilingual) (8)
Big Books (Spanish) (24)
Concept Big Books (Spanish) (4)
ABC Big Book (Spanish)
Little Books Classroom Package (Spanish) (6-packs, 144 total)
My Theme Library Classroom Package (Spanish) (6-packs, 48 total)

3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3

Puppets (2)

3

Alphabet Letter Tiles (English/Spanish)

3

Manipulatives Kit: Puppets (2), Alphabet Letter Tiles English/Spanish,
Farm Animal Counters, Transportation Counters, Red/Yellow Counters,
Step-by-Step Number Line, Primary Balance Scale, Pattern Blocks
(plastic), Blue/Yellow Shapes (foam), Connecting Cubes, Jumbo Hand
Lens (set of 6), Magnetic Wands (set of 6)

3

3

3

* 18 student seats, 1-year subscription
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Integrated Online Teacher Resources

Teacher ePlanner

Teacher Editions

All program resources at your fingertips!

Online to save you time!

• View and plan your day or entire week with a click. Easily
preview resources for each week in a full-day or half-day
schedule

• Reference instructional pages anytime of the day, anywhere

SRA Professional Development Library
PD on demand!
• Short videos that model lessons in oral language
development, math, science, social emotional development,
and more
• Great for multimedia presentations, trainings, workshops, and
in-service
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Music Resources

Assessment

Singing and dancing to help students move!

Online assessments are easy to track and share!

• Transition songs help students move from circle time to centers
and home
		
• Weekly musical theme selections to help reinforce the big ideas

• Informal, anecdotal, weekly, and performance checklists—all
searchable and recordable by students

• Unit theme songs to help reinforce the big ideas

• Share performance and observation reports with parents

• Generate observation and class reports to monitor progress

Teacher Resources
Provide additional vocabulary and oral language support!
• Project all your vocabulary photographs, flip charts, and
support materials for whole-class fun!
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Technology Built for Today’s Early Learners

Building Blocks

Student eBooks

Provide meaningful practice with games!

Make reading interactive and fun!

• A variety of carefully sequenced English and Spanish activities,
to address research-based learning trajectories

• Dynamic zoom and highlight tools walk students through stories

• Progress monitoring, reports, and instantaneous feedback,
including student tutorials

• Literature read-aloud eBooks allow students access at home
• English and Spanish audio help to develop listening skills for all
literature and My Library books

Literacy Activities
Engage students with fun activities!
• Practice literacy concepts and skills through activities that include letters
and sounds, rhyming words, counting, colors and shapes, and sequencing
• Develop concepts of story structure and character actions with Interactive
Storyboards
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Login to experience the exciting online resources
and tools for student and teachers.
http://connected.mcgraw-hill.com
Username: dlmteachr
Password: dlmteachr1

Try it!

